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Gwenan, 

 

Please can the following be forwarded to councillors that sit on the licensing committee for 

their consideration. 

 

Councillors, 

 

Firstly,  may I thank you for giving the contents of this email some consideration in 

advance.   

 

As you may be aware we are one of the larger operators of taxis within your county.   

 

Covid - 19 undoubtedly has had a major impact on everything from people to businesses and 

trust me we as a company along with the other operators out there have suffered badly for at 

least 6 months of this. 

 

Intermittently we have been able to carry out work but we as an operator using digital 

systems we can evidence that in certain lockdown period we went from doing 3000+ jobs per 

week to the lowest point of 564 jobs in one week.   If covid is having that sort of impact on a 

larger company like ourselves it must be damaging the one man bands and the smaller 

companies immensely too. 

 

Therefore I ask you to consider that the licensing committee approves a 50 % reduction on 

all drivers' next vehicle license application for operators of 5 + Vehicles and a 100 % 

reduction on all operators who operate 1-4 vehicles. 

 

You will see from the above we are certainly not just in this for ourselves as the biggest 

reduction I'm asking for is the smaller operators, therefore I encourage you to show your 

support for this trade here in Gwynedd and consider my request which if accepted would im 

sure be welcomed by all of the trade. 

 

Once again thank you for your time.  Stay Safe & Keep Well  

 

Diolch  

 

 

Chris  

 

 

Christopher James Oneal  

Premier Cars Bangor Ltd  
 


